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RILM’s Advanced Search is the 

default interface for many of us.



This is the new 

Basic Search screen:



This is the Expert Search screen :



These are the choices on the 

Advanced Search pull-down menus



You can’t depend on the keyword 

default to pick up authors’ names!



Help screens for the Basic 

Search are not RILM-specific.



Advanced and Expert Search help 

screens are not RILM-specific.



How to search for a list specifying 

which MARC fields are indexed



The search will lead you to these 

details.



The Advanced Search Screen and 

Google’s high standard

• Google has set a high standard for search

• Searchers are used to putting well-chosen 
keywords in a box to get results

• Patrons lack the patience to struggle with 
complex search details

• Far more patrons use RILM to look for 
information about a particular topic than to 
look for a certain article in a certain journal 
or Festschrift



Example: information about 

Schubert’s C major quintet



This search produced many 

results.



Title search:  last name of honoree 

plus the word Festschrift



Here are the very relevant results:



Finding a citation for an individual 

article is cumbersome.



Find the year from the “Accession 

Number” for the whole work.



Begin with the year.  2510 must 

become 82-02510 to work. 



In this citation, the RILM number 

for the main work is hotlinked.



This search finds articles by 

Badura-Skoda in Festschriften.



This search finds reviews written by 

Eva Badura-Skoda.



Here are the results.



There is a hotlink to the entry for 

the reviewed work.



The entry for the work, however, 

does not link us to reviews.



This search for reviews works: title

plus keyword review.



Here are the results.



A title search limited to Document 

Type Reviews works the same.



Beware of over-specifying!  This 

interface helps to keep it simple.  


